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2.1. $f$ : $(X, d_{X})arrow(Y, d_{Y})$
$A>0$ $B\geq 0$ :
$\forall x, y\in X, \frac{1}{A}d_{X}(x, y)-B\leq d_{Y}(f(x), f(y))\leq Ad_{X}(x, y)+B.$
2.2. $B_{d_{Y}}(f(X), D)=Y$ $D\geq 0$
$f$ : $(X, d_{X}.)arrow(Y, d_{Y})$ (quasi-isometry) $B_{d_{Y}}(f(X), D)$
$f(X)$ $D$-




2.4. $f:\mathbb{R}arrow \mathbb{Z}$ $f(x)=[x]$ $[x]$ $x$
2.5.
Higson Higson
(coarse ) (cf. [8]).
2.6. Higson (Higson ) :
$\forall M>0,$ $\forall\epsilon>0,$ $\exists K\subset X$ : compact $s.t.$ $x\in X\backslash K\Rightarrow$ diam $f(B_{d_{X}}(x, M))<\epsilon.$
diam Higson $\forall\epsilon>0$”
$\lim_{xarrow\infty}$ diam $f(B_{d_{X}}(x, M))=0$
Higson :
2.7. $f$ : $(X, d_{X})arrow(Y, d_{Y})$ $g$ : $Yarrow \mathbb{R}$ Higson
$gof$ : $Xarrow \mathbb{R}$ Higson
Higson $X$ $\gamma X$ $\delta X$
$\gamma X$ $\gamma X\backslash X$ $\gamma X$ $\delta X$





$e$ : $Xarrow \mathbb{R}^{C_{h}(X)}$ $x\mapsto(g(x))_{g\in C_{h}(X)}$







$x\in X$ $x=(g(x))_{g\in C_{h}(X)}$ $g\in C_{h}(X)$
$proj_{g}|_{e(X)}$ : $e(X)arrow \mathbb{R}$ $g$ : $Xarrow \mathbb{R}$
2.9. Higson $\nu X:=hX\backslash X$ Higson
$X$ $X$
$\nu X$ Higson
2.10. $f$ : $(X, d_{X})arrow(Y, d_{Y})$ ( )
$\nu f$ : $\nu Xarrow\nu Y$ $f$ $\nu f$ :
$\nu f$ $f$ $f$
$f(x)$ $(g’(f(x)))_{g\in C_{h}(Y)}$ 2.7
$g’of\in C_{h}(X)$ ( $f$ ), $g’(f(x))=$ proi $g’\circ f(x)$
$x\mapsto f(x)$ $x\mapsto(proj_{g’of}(x))_{g\in C_{h}(Y)}$ $\nu X$
$z$ $z\mapsto\nu f(z)$ $:=(proj_{g’of}(z))_{g\in C_{h}(Y)}$
$f\cup\nu f$ : $hXarrow \mathbb{R}^{C_{h}(Y)}$ $hY$
$f$ $1\nu f(\nu X)\subset vY$
$f$
$f$
$\nu f$ (cf. [6]).
2.11. $hf=f\cup\nu f$ : $hXarrow hY$ $\nu X$
(cf. [5]).
2.12 (Dranishnikov-Keesling-Uspenskij [3]). $A\subset X$ $vA=c1_{hX}A\backslash$
$A.$
2.13. $f:Xarrow Y$ $A\subset X$ $\nu(f|_{A})=\nu f|_{\nu A}.$





$X$ $X$ $f$ : $Xarrow X$
$\nu f$
$X$
3.1. $vf$ $\Leftrightarrow X$ $\gamma$ $f(\gamma)$ $\gamma$
$f$
2, $X$ Gromov 3
( 3.5).
3.2. $X$ $f:Xarrow X$




(1) $\forall M>0,$ $\exists K\subset X$ : st. $x\in X\backslash K\Rightarrow d(x, f(x))\geq M,$




3.3. $f:Xarrow X$ $z\in vX$ $X$
$x_{\lambda}(\lambda\in\Lambda)$
$\exists M>0,$ $\forall\lambda\in\Lambda,$ $d(x_{\lambda}, f(x_{\lambda}))<M$ $\Rightarrow$ $z$ $vf$
Proof. $\nu X\subset \mathbb{R}^{C_{h}(X)}$ $z=\nu f(z)$
$proj_{g}(z)=proj_{g}(vf(z))$ $g\in C_{h}(X)$
$f(x_{\lambda})\in B(x_{\lambda}, M)$ $g$




Higson diam $g(B(x_{\lambda}, M))arrow 0$ $|g(x_{\lambda})-g(f(x_{\lambda}))|arrow 0$ $proj_{g}$
$proj_{g}(z)=proj_{g}(\lim_{\lambda\in\Lambda}x_{\lambda})=\lim_{\lambda\in\Lambda}proj_{g}(x_{\lambda})=\lim_{\lambda\in\Lambda}g(x_{\lambda})$
$= \lim_{\lambda\in\Lambda}g(f(x_{\lambda}))=\lim_{\lambda\in\Lambda}proj_{g}(f(x_{\lambda}))=proj_{g}(\lim_{\lambda\in\Lambda}f(x_{\lambda}))=proj_{g}(\nu f(z))$ .
$z$ $hf$ ( 2.11)
3.4. $f:Xarrow X$
$\nu f$ $\Rightarrow\lim_{xarrow\infty}d(x, f(x))=\infty.$
Proof. $\sup\{d(b, f(b)|b\in B\}<M$
$B\subset X$ $M$ $B$ $X$
$\{x_{n}\}\subset B$ $hX$ $x_{n}$ $hX$
$x_{\lambda}=x_{n_{\lambda}}$ $z$ $\{x_{\lambda}\}$ $X$
$z\in\nu X$ 3.3 $z$ $\nu f$
3.5. $X$ Gromov
$f$ : $Xarrow X$
Proof. $(\Leftarrow)$ Gromov $\partial_{\infty}X$ $f$ $\partial_{\infty}f$ :
$\partial_{\infty}Xarrow\partial_{\infty}X$ Higson $hX$
Gromov $X\cup\partial_{\infty}X$ (cf. [7]),





doubling $M>0$ $N\in \mathbb{N}$ :
$X$ $R$ $($ $R>M)$ $N$ $R/2$
3.6. $\mathbb{R}^{n}$ $\mathbb{Z}^{n}$ large scale doubling
3.7. $X$ large scale doubling $X$ 4
$f$ : $Xarrow X$
4 $f$ : $Xarrow X$
44
4.
$f$ : $Xarrow X$ Fix$(f)$ Fix $(\nu f)$ $X$
Higson $F\subset X$ :
Fix$(vf)=(c1_{hX}F)\backslash X.$
$f$ : $Xarrow X$
:
: $A\subset X$ $f|_{A}$
$\nu(f|_{A})=vf|_{\nu A}$ : $\nu Aarrow\nu X$ $\Leftrightarrow\lim_{xarrow\infty}d(x, f|_{A}(x))=\infty.$
$\lim$ $x$ $A$
$X$ large scale doubling $f$ : $Xarrow X$
Gromov
$A\subset hX$ $c1_{hX}A$ $\overline{A}$
4.1. $f:Xarrow X$
Fix$(vf)= c1_{hX}(\bigcup_{n\in \mathbb{N}}\overline{\{x\in X|d(x,f(x))\leq n\}}\backslash X)$
$F_{n}=\{x\in X|d(x, f(x))\leq n\}$ $F_{0}=$ Fix$(f)$
$X= \bigcup_{n\in \mathbb{N}}F_{n}$
Proof. ( ): 3.3 $\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X$ $\nu f$
$( \subset):\overline{H}:=C1_{hX}(\bigcup_{n\in \mathbb{N}}\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X)$
$\omega\in vX\backslash$ $hX\backslash H.$ $\omega$ $\omega\in V\subset hX\backslash \overline{H}$
$hX$ $V$ $g:=f|_{\overline{V}\cap X}:\overline{V}\cap Xarrow X$ $vg=\nu f|_{\overline{V}\cap\nu X}$
$B\subset\overline{V}\cap X$ $\sup\{d(b, f(b)|b\in B\}=\infty$ $B$
$X$ $B_{0}=\{b_{n}\}\subset B$
$b_{n}$ $b_{\lambda}=b_{n_{\lambda}}$ $(\lambda\in A)$ $b$
$B_{0}$ $X$ $b\in\nu X\cap\overline{V}$ $\overline{V}\cap\overline{H}=\emptyset$
$\overline{V}$
$\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X=\emptyset$ $n\in \mathbb{N}$ $d(b_{\lambda}, f(b_{\lambda}))>n$ $\lambda\in\Lambda$
$n_{0}\in \mathbb{N}$ $d(b_{\lambda}, f(b_{\lambda}))\leq n_{0}$ $\lambda\in$ $A$
$b_{\lambda}\in F_{n0}$ $b\in V\cap\overline{F_{n0}}\backslash X$
$\sup\{d(b, f(b)|b\in B\}=\infty$
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$H_{n}:=\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X$ $H_{1}\subset H_{2}\subset H_{3}\subset\cdots$ $\mathbb{R}^{n}$
$N$ $H_{N}=H_{N+1}=H_{N+2}=\cdots=$ Fix$(\nu f)$
Fix$(\nu f)=\overline{F_{N}}\backslash X$
4.2. $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ $f$ : $\mathbb{R}^{2}arrow \mathbb{R}^{2}$
(1) $f$ $f(x)=rx(r\neq 0)$ $F_{n}$
$H_{n}=\emptyset$ Fix $(\nu f)=\emptyset.$
(2) $f$ $\theta$ $F_{n}$ $H_{n}=\emptyset$
Fix$(\nu f)=\emptyset.$
(3) $f$ $f(x)=x+y$ $n\geq\Vert y\Vert$ $F_{n}=X$
Fix$(\nu f)=\nu X.$
(4) $f$ $\hookrightarrow$
Higson ( 2. 14). Fix $(\nu f)=\overline{Fix(f)}\backslash X.$
$\mathbb{R}^{n}$
:
4.3. $\mathbb{R}^{n}$ $f$ Fix$(\nu f)=\overline{F_{N}}\backslash X$
$N\in \mathbb{N}$ Fix $(\nu f)=\overline{F}\backslash X$ $F\subset X$
4.2(4) CAT(0)
4.4. $X$ $X$ 2
$fof=id_{X}$ $f$ Fix$(\nu f)=\overline{Fix(f)}\backslash X.$
Proof. $n\in \mathbb{N}$ $\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X=\overline{Fix(f)}\backslash X$
$F_{n}\subset B$ (Fix$(f),$ $n$) Fix $(f)\hookrightarrow$
2.14 Fix$(f)$ Higson
$x\in F_{n}$ $x$ $f(x)$ $\gamma$ 2
$f(\gamma)=\gamma$
$\gamma$ (
$)$ $f(z)=z$ $z\in\gamma$ $x\in$ $d(x, f(x))\leq n$ $z$
$d(x, z)<n$ $z\in$ Fix$(f)$
$x\in B$ (Fix$(f),$ $n$) $\subset B$(Fix$(f),$ $n$)
Fix $(\nu f)=\overline{F}\backslash X$ :
4.5. $f$ $\bigcup_{n\in \mathbb{N}}\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X$ $\nu X$
Fix$(\nu f)=\overline{F}\backslash X$ $F\subset X$
Proof. Fix$(\nu f)=\overline{F}\backslash X$ $H= \bigcup_{n\in N}\overline{F_{n}}\backslash X$ $z\in\overline{H}\backslash H$
$z$ $F$ $(x_{\lambda})_{\lambda\in\Lambda}$ $z$ $x_{\lambda}$
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$n\in \mathbb{N}$ $x_{\lambda_{n}}\not\in F_{n}$ $\lambda_{n}\in\Lambda$
$d(x_{\lambda_{n}}, f(x_{\lambda_{n}}))>n$ $B=\{x_{\lambda_{n}}|n\in \mathbb{N}\}$







$(X, \mathcal{E})$ $f$ : $Xarrow X$ “$\lim_{xarrow\infty}d(x, f(x))=\infty$”
:
(1) $\forall E\in \mathcal{E}$ , $\exists K\subset X$ : st. $x\in X\backslash K\Rightarrow(x, f(x))\not\in E,$
(2) $\forall B\subset X$ : $\{(b, f(b))|b\in B\}\not\in \mathcal{E}.$
5.1. $X$ 1
$f$ : $Xarrow X$
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